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Accessing glue through photoproduction measurements at glueX
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Photoproduction experiments are a key tool in the investigation of the spectrum of hadronic states and the way gluons contribute to this
spectrum. The GlueX experiment, located at Jefferson Lab, features a linearly polarized tagged photon beam and its detector system is
optimized to measure a wide range of neutral and charged final states. GlueX offers unique capabilities to study the spectrum of hadrons and
is dedicated to the search for hybrid mesons, states with gluonic degrees of freedom. This talk presents first results from our initial campaign
of data taking which finished in 2018.
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1. Introduction

The field of hadron spectroscopy provides vital input for our
understanding of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the the-
ory describing the strong force. Photoproduction measure-
ments play a key role in this as they provide unique insights
into the production of many meson and baryon states. The
GlueX experiment aims to measure exotic hybrid mesons.
These mesons do not consist solely of aqq̄ pair but also con-
tain a gluon which interacts in such a way that it contributes
to the overall quantum numbers of the state. Therefore, hy-
brid mesons are no longer constrained to quantum numbers
of

~J = ~L + ~S, P = (−1)L+1, C = (−1)L+S ,

where ~J , ~L, ~S are the overall spin, angular momentum and
intrinsic spin, respectively, andP andC are parity and charge
conjugation parity of the meson. They can also have quantum
numbers such as1−+. These quantum numbers, which can
not be obtained in a simple quark model picture, are consid-
ered asmoking gunin the search for hybrid mesons. Over
the course of the last couple of years, various experiments
claimed evidence for two such1−+ states, commonly called
π1(1400) andπ1(1600) [1–13]. Recently, the JPAC collab-
oration published a coupled-channel analysis of COMPASS
data in which they show that they need only one pole, i.e.
oneπ1 state, to describe the data forπ1(1400) → ηπ and
π1(1600) → η′π with a mass of about 1.56 GeV and a width
of about 0.49 GeV [14] . Consequently, GlueX is initially
focussing on theη(′)π channels, which can each be measured
via multiple decay modes.

The GlueX experimental setup (see Fig. 1) consists of a
detector with almost full acceptance, designed to measure a
wide range of charged and neutral final states. A detailed de-
scription is given in Ref. [15] and briefly summarized here.
The electron beam delivered by Jefferson Lab’s CEBAF elec-
tron accelerator is converted into a linearly polarized photon
beam using the coherent bremsstrahlung technique on a thin

FIGURE 1. Overview over the GlueX detector (taken from
Ref. [15]).

diamond radiator [16]. In its coherent peak, which is lo-
cated at around 9 GeV photon energy, the degree of polar-
ization reaches∼ 40%. The photon beam, which travels for
75 m before being collimated, is incident on a LH2 target.
The target is surrounded by the Start Counter, Central Drift
Chamber and Barrel Calorimeter. These, together with a sec-
ond drift chamber in the forward direction, are enclosed in
a 2 T solenoidal magnetic field. Outside the magnetic field
in the forward direction are a Time-of-Flight wall and a sec-
ond calorimeter. This combination of different detector types
achieves good momentum and energy resolutions for charged
and neutral particles and is key to GlueX’s ability to measure
a wide variety of final states.

GlueX’s first campaign of data-taking ran from 2017-
2018 and the following results are based on this data set or
subsets of it.

2. Spin-density matrix elements

In a first step towards a full partial-wave analysis (PWA),
which is necessary to establish the existence of a state like the
π1, GlueX measures polarization observables such as spin-
density matrix elements (SDMEs) for a wide range of states.
These SDMEs contain information about the spin polariza-
tion of the produced state and so they can be used to learn
about the production processes involved in photoproduction
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at GlueX energies, an energy regime which is mostly unexplored. In order to obtain SDMEs the angular distributions of the
decay particles of a state are measured. These can then be fitted with an intensity function from which all accessible SDMEs
can be extracted. Parameter estimation is performed using the unbinned maximum likelihood technique, similar to what is done
in a PWA. As such, we can exercise our analysis toolkits and make sure that everything performs as expected before moving
on to full PWAs. In the case of the reactionγp → Λ(1520)K+ → pK−K+ the intensity function is given by Eq. (1) [17]:
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The anglesθ and φ denote the angles of theK− in the
Gottfried-Jackson frame [18].Φ is the angle between the
photon polarization plane and the hadronic production plane
and Pγ is the degree of linear polarization of the photon.
The SDMEs are denoted asρi

2λΛ,2λ′Λ
, with λΛ denoting the

Λ(1520) helicity, andi = 0 denoting unpolarized SDMEs
while i = 1, 2 denotes polarized SDMEs. The differential
cross-sectiondσ/dt assures proper normalization such that
ρ0
11 + ρ0

33 = 1/2 [19]. Assuming a t-channel production pro-
cess in which a particleX is exchanged between the photon
and target proton, one can study thenaturality η = P (−1)J

of X, whereP denotes its parity andJ its spin. A positive
naturality (natural exchange) implies thatX is e.g. a vec-
tor or tensor meson, while negative naturality (unnatural ex-
change) implies thatX is e.g.a pseudo-scalar or axial-vector
meson [19]. It is possible to express purely natural (N ) and
unnatural (U ) production amplitudes as linear combinations
of SDMEs,e.g. ρ0

11 + ρ1
11 = (2/N )

(|N0|2 + |N1|2
)
, with

normalisationN (see Reference [19] for a derivation and de-
tailed description of these combinations). Figure 2 shows re-
sults obtained by GlueX for different combinations of purely
natural or purely unnatural production amplitudes binned in
four-momentum transfer from the photon to the target pro-
ton. Across the whole momentum transfer region, natural
amplitudes dominate over unnatural ones. In fact, unnatural
amplitudes are mostly consistent with 0 and only show some
small contributions for vanishing four-momentum transfer.
This behaviour is predicted by a model calculation performed
by Yu and Kong [17] which is shown as solid blue and red
dotted lines in Fig. 2. Their calculation shows a dominance
of natural amplitudes but the relative strength of the differ-
ent combinations of SDMEs is not reproduced by the data.
This is not unexpected since these are the first measurements
of unpolarized SDMEs for this reaction at these energies and
the first measurements of polarized SDMEs for this reaction
at all.

Similar analyses are performed for other reaction chan-
nels such asρ(770), ω(782) or φ(1020) photoproduction.
These types of analyses not only provide valuable physics in-
formation, used to make informed decisions regarding wave
sets for PWA, but also help us to identify problems in the

GlueX detector simulation. PWA and SDME measurements
both rely on acceptance corrections, obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations using a Geant4 [20] based description of
our detector system. Careful SDME analyses in a variety of
final states help us to improve the agreement between data
and simulation.

FIGURE 2. Combinations of SDMEs representing purely natural
(N ) and purely unnatural (U ) production amplitudes for the reac-
tion γp → Λ(1520)K+ → pK−K+ (taken from [19]). The solid
blue and red dotted lines represent model calculations performed
by Yu and Kong [17].
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3. Hybrid search in ηπ

While production mechanisms are being established for a
range of different final states we are starting to perform
partial-wave analyses in theηπ channel. A more detailed ac-
count of the ongoing efforts is given elsewhere in these pro-
ceedings [21] but in order to illustrate the analysis approach
and formalism we will focus on the reactionsγp → ηπ0p →
4γp andγp → ηπ−∆++ → 2γπ−π+p. In these final states
one expects to find the two well establisheda0(980) and

a2(1320) meson resonances, withJPC quantum numbers
0++ and2++, respectively. Thea0(980) is expected to de-
cay in S-wave and thea2(1320) in D-wave intoηπ, which
are both pseudoscalars. Confirming these expectations in an
initial PWA will show that the formalism works and that ex-
perimental effects such as detector acceptance are well under
control.

The formalism used to analyze the data uses polarized
photoproduction amplitudes [22]. The intensity function
used to fit the data is given by Eq. (2):
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The kinematic factors are summarised inκ, Pγ andΦ are de-
fined as in Eq. (1) andθ andφ are the angles of theη in the
helicity frame. Also we haveZm

l (θ, φ, Φ) = Y m
l (θ, φ)e−iΦ

with Y m
l (θ, φ) being spherical harmonics. The spin quantum

number and its projection for each wave are given byl andm.
The fit parameters extracted from the fit are[l](ε)m;k, whereε
denotes the reflectivity of the wave which corresponds to the
previously defined naturality in GlueX’s energy range, andk
denotes the nucleon helicity, which is not explicitly measured
in GlueX. The initial wave set used in the preliminary fits pre-
sented here isS±0 , D±

−1,0,1, D+
2 . This wave set is based on a

tensor meson photoproduction model by JPAC [23].
The fit results for the dominant waves are presented in

Fig. 3 in bins ofM(ηπ). The data covers the four-momentum
transfer range from−t = 0.1 − 03 GeV2. The black data
points show the total amount of data available in this reaction.
The red and blue data points show the contributions fromD+

1

and D−
1 , respectively, the green data points show theD+

2

contributions. Thea2(1320) is expected in a D-wave. For
ηπ0 we can clearly see it appear in theD+

2 wave (Fig. 3a))
. This dominance of a positive reflectivity wave corresponds
to a dominance of natural production amplitudes, such asρ
or ω exchange. Production of thea2(1320) in a m = 2 he-
licity state in this channel is consistent with what was seen
by Belle in γγ → ηπ [24]. For ηπ− on the other hand the
a2(1320) appears dominantly in aD−

1 wave in this range
of −t (Fig. 3b)). This corresponds to unnatural production
amplitudes such asπ exchange. There is also a smallD+

1

contribution visible which indicates that the production pro-
ceeds through more than just one exchange mechanism. In
both channels we observe a small signal around thea2(1700)
mass. The signal and its phase motions are currently under
study as they are critical for the hybrid meson search in these
channels.

These preliminary results are very encouraging and show
that GlueX is well on track to perform a full partial-wave
analysis forη(′)π with high statistical precision. Compared

to results from previous experiments, GlueX has the advan-
tage of being able to measureη(′)π in multiple final states.
This will help us improve our statistics as well as aid in un-
covering and controlling systematic uncertainties. Compared
to previous results by COMPASS [7], GlueX collected sim-
ilar amounts of data forηπ− with η → π+π−π0 alone and
about a factor ten more inη → γγ. The full partial-wave
analysis will contain the exotic1−+ waves which were seen
by various experiments, as introduced earlier. Results from
this analysis are greatly anticipated and will provide crucial
information for our understanding of hybrid mesons. This
constitutes GlueX’s first step towards establishing a spectrum
of exotic hybrid mesons and other analyses are ongoing to
further the search.

4. J/ψ cross-section near threshold

The photoproduction ofJ/ψ mesons close to threshold of
Eγ = 8.2 GeV is expected to hold valuable information on
the gluonic content of the proton. So far only two experi-
ments published data in this region and both were performed
in the 1970s [25, 26]. This in itself makes the measurement
of this process at GlueX very desirable. Additional motiva-
tion was provided by LHCb’s announcement in 2015, when
they provided evidence for two potential pentaquarks decay-
ing into J/ψp [27], a very broadP+

c (4380) and a narrower
P+

c (4450), with preferred spins of3/2 and5/2 and oppo-
site parity. In 2019 they published an updated analysis which
shows that there are potentially three pentaquarks near the
J/ψp threshold [28]. TheP+

c (4380) was not found anymore
but aP+

c (4312) was found and theP+
c (4450) was resolved

into two peaks,P+
c (4440) andP+

c (4457). The new analysis
was not based on a partial-wave analysis and no spin assign-
ments were suggested. These results drew a lot of attention
but the nature of the observed structures has not been unam-
biguously determined. There are several explanations
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FIGURE 3. a) Preliminary results of the partial-wave analysis of
γp → ηπ0p → 4γp and b)γp → ηπ−∆++ → 2γπ−π+p .
The chosen wave set is based on a tensor meson photoproduction
model [23]. Shown are only the dominant D-wave contributions.

ranging from compact pentaquarks (e.g.[29, 30]), to molec-
ular states (e.g. [31, 32]) or rescattering effects producing
resonance-like structures (e.g.[33, 34]). GlueX can produce
these potential pentaquark states directly through s-channel
production, a process free of rescattering effects. Pentaquark
states could then be observed as structures in the cross-
section.

In GlueX we can studyJ/ψ production in an exclusive
measurement whereγp → J/ψp → e+e−p. TheJ/ψ can
then be identified as a narrow peak in thee+e− invariant mass
at M(e+e−) = 3.096± 0.001 GeV. Figure 4 shows the in-
variant mass spectrum, with an inset showing theJ/ψ region
at a larger scale. The background under theJ/ψ peak is very
small and the data were fitted with a linear polynomial and a
Gaussian distribution. In total469 ± 22 J/ψ’s were identi-
fied.

In order to determine the cross-section the results were
normalized to the Bethe-Heitler (BH) cross-section between
1.2− 2.5 GeV, the continuum between theφ andJ/ψ peaks,
which is dominated by the BH process. This normaliza-
tion avoids systematic uncertainties from luminosity mea-
surements and cancels common acceptance effects. The re-
maining systematic uncertainty on the absolute scaling is
27%. The results for the total cross-section are shown in
Fig. 5. The GlueX results are shown as black circles and
compared to data points from SLAC in red squares [26] and
Cornell in blue triangles [25]. Also shown in the plot are

FIGURE 4. Invariant mass distribution for thee+e− system. At low
masses the peak from the decay ofφ → e+e− is visible. TheJ/ψ
is visible as a prominent peak at3.096± 0.001 GeV. The inset fig-
ure shows the axis expanded about theJ/ψ mass and includes a fit
with a linear polynomial and a Gaussian function. Taken from [35].

models by Kharzeevet al., (black dashed) [36] and Brodsky
et al.,(red dashed) [37] attempting to describeJ/ψ photopro-
duction near threshold. The two contributions in the Brodsky
model are scaled such that the incoherent sum describes the
data well. According to this model theJ/ψ production at
threshold is best described by three-gluon-exchange,i.e. all
three constituent quarks are involved in theJ/ψ production,
while at higher energies two-gluon-exchange takes over,i.e.
only two constituent quarks are involved. The blue line shows
a JPAC model used to set a model-dependent upper limit on
the production of theP+

c (4440) pentaquark candidate [38].
The underlying assumption is that theJ/ψ photoproduction
can be described through vector meson dominance. If this
is the case, the production and decay of aP+

c pentaquark is
governed by the branching ratio BR(P+

c → J/ψp). Making
this assumption and treating allP+

c states as32
−

states, the
cross-section shown in Fig. 5 can be used to set upper lim-
its of BR(P+

c (4312) → J/ψp) = 4.6%, BR(P+
c (4440) →

J/ψp) = 2.3% and BR(P+
c (4457) → J/ψp) = 3.8%.

These upper limits include not only the uncertainties on indi-
vidual data points but also take into account the overall nor-
malization uncertainty as well as uncertainties from the non-
resonant parametrization and Breit-Wigner parameter [35]
(suppl. material).

The data published in Ref. [35] and presented here rep-
resent about25% of the GlueX-I data. The remaining data
are currently under analysis and results are expected soon.
The improved statistical precision will make it possible to re-
port differential cross-sections in bins of momentum transfer
t and photon energyEγ . These measurements will shed more
light on the existence of pentaquarks as well as provide more
valuable data on the gluonic content of the proton.

Supl. Rev. Mex. Fis.3 0308002
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FIGURE 5. Total cross-section results forγp → J/ψp. The
GlueX results (black circles) are compared to results from SLAC
(red squares) [26] and Cornell (blue triangle) [25]. Also shown
are models by Kharzeevet al., (black dashed) [36] and Brodsky
et al., (red dashed) [37] attempting to describeJ/ψ photopro-
duction near threshold. The blue line shows a JPAC model with
BR(P+

c (4440) → J/ψp) = 1.6%, used to set an upper limit on
the production of theP+

c (4440) pentaquark candidate [38]. Taken
from [35].

5. Summary and Outlook

In this talk we have presented the latest results from GlueX,
showing that we are making good progress towards our main
goal of studying exotic hybrid mesons. We presented the nec-
essary steps taken on the way to a successful partial-wave
analysis that can identify exotic waves in theη(′)π channel.
We measure polarization observables such as spin-density
matrix elements for a variety of different reactions to deter-

mine the dominant production processes at GlueX photon en-
ergies. In the case ofΛ(1520) production, the SDMEs point
towards a dominance of natural amplitudes - a result we also
see in other reactions. Our preliminary partial-wave analysis
in theηπ channel also shows this dominance of natural ampli-
tudes. We can identify S- and D-waves in positive reflectivity
corresponding to the known statesa0(980) anda2(1320).

Beyond our ongoing search for exotic hybrid mesons, we
presented results forJ/ψ photoproduction near threshold.
These results inform our understanding of the gluonic con-
tent of the proton but also provide us with a way to search for
the pentaquark candidates reported by LHCb. Using about
25% of the data, no signal was observed in the total cross-
section and model-dependent upper limits were set. The re-
maining data are currently under analysis and results are ex-
pected soon.

Since 2019, GlueX has been taking data with an addi-
tional detector. The DIRC (detection of internally reflected
Cherenkov light), which is installed in the forward direction
between the solenoid and the TOF wall, will greatly enhance
GlueX’s pion-kaon separation. This will enable us to extend
our search for exotic mesons to the strangeness sector.

GlueX is underway to deliver on its scientific goals and
many analyses are currently being carried out. Exciting re-
sults can be expected in the near future.
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